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Inspired by the acts of sacrifice and discipline exemplified by the D-Day generation as well as
the current generation of young American soldiers, many Christians today are looking for an
obedient, disciplined approach to faith. This user-friendly study guides readers toward a greater
understanding of eight spiritual disciplines of the Christian faith-prayer, humility, self-control,
sacrifice, submission, solitude, silence, and hope. Each chapter defines and discusses the
concept, then provides interactive assignments and suggestions for further study, as well as
content summaries and outlines that aid in retention. Activities can be revisited again and again
for a new outlook or just for a periodic refresher. Perfect for individual or group or family study,
So, You Want to be Like Christ? is just right for anyone desiring to delve deeper into the
fundamental elements of Christian life, and essential for all who hunger for authentic faith
experiences. It is destined to be a classic text on the practice of Christianity.
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my granddaughter,HEATHER NELSON.Even though only sixteen years old,Heather wants to be
like Christ as muchas anyone I know—in fact, more than most I
know.ContentsAcknowledgmentsIntroduction: The Gymnasium of the Soul1 Intimacy:
Deepening Our Lives2 Simplicity: Uncluttering Our Minds3 Silence and Solitude: Slowing Our
Pace4 Surrender: Releasing Our Grip5 Prayer: Calling Out6 Humility: Bowing Low7 Self-Control:
Holding Back8 Sacrifice: Giving OverEndnotesAcknowledgmentsNo book worth reading is the
result of only one person’s work. It is the combined effort of many that enhances the final
product, as each contributor adds his or her expertise to the process.Mike Hyatt of Thomas
Nelson Publishers and David Moberg of W Publishing Group first urged me to write on this
subject. I have both of them to thank for their encouragement, commitment, and loyal friendship
through many years.I also express my profound appreciation to the one with whom I have
worked the closest, Mark Gaither, who has taken my original words (usually handwritten) and
breathed fresh life into them with his editorial skills and creative turn of a phrase. Thanks, Mark,
for a job very well done!And finally, I must mention my longtime friend Mary Hollings-worth,
along with her outstanding staff of fellow workers at Shady Oaks Studio. Mary and her efficient
team not only provided much-needed attention to detail in editing and putting the finishing
touches on the final copy of my manuscript, but they also researched and secured all the rights
and approvals to the quotations and other illustrative material I have used in each chapter.Hats
off to all of you fine folks who have worked behind the scenes, seeing this volume to completion.
My gratitude to each of you knows no bounds.Introduction:The Gymnasium of the SoulI had the
great privilege of getting to know the late coach of the Dallas Cowboys, Tom Landry, while he
served on the Dallas Theological Seminary board. He was a humble man of quiet strength and
dignity, and when he chose to say something, an entire room would stop and lean in to hear
what he had to say. Once during a breakfast with a group of men, someone asked how he was
able to forge a team out of individuals so that they would win, something he managed to do



every year for twenty-nine years. I’ll never forget his answer. The table grew silent as he paused
for a moment, and then said, “My job is to get men to do what they don’t want to do in order to
achieve what they’ve always wanted to achieve.”The something that those men wanted to
achieve was a victory at the Super Bowl. What they didn’t want to do was the grueling work it
would take to get them there. Achieving anything requires discipline—determined, deliberate,
definable actions with a clear goal in mind. A good coach will help the team achieve its goal by
outlining the exercises and motivating the players to stick to the plan. Facilitating and
encouraging discipline in order to win—that’s what coaching is all about. With your permission, I
hope to do a little of that in this book.Tom Landry was distinctive in one other respect. In a
professional league led predominately by overweight coaches—many just one cheese fry away
from a major heart attack—Coach Landry looked like he could still suit up and play. Well into his
sixties, he never asked his team to do anything he wasn’t willing to do. What I want to share with
you in the pages that follow are insights, perspectives, and strategies that I have developed
during my years in ministry. Some come naturally now. Others still require all the discipline I can
muster. But in every case, I can honestly say that I am more consistent now than last year, and
vastly improved over my rookie season. In short, I suggest nothing in this book that I don’t
require of myself.Many centuries ago, Paul coached Timothy, his son in the ministry, with the
words, “Discipline yourself for the purpose of godliness” (1 Timothy 4:7). Timothy was the pastor
of the church in Ephesus, a Las Vegas sort of city near the Mediterranean coast in present-day
Turkey. This city was a busy cosmopolitan crossroad, buzzing with the commerce of a world
empire. It was a judicial sanctuary for criminals and hucksters awaiting trial. The temple of
Artemis—one of the wonders of the ancient world—drew worshippers from every corner of the
empire, which created a volatile mix of the occult and money. Ephesus was a busy, rich, sensual
place to be a Christian. Sound familiar?Paul wanted his son in the ministry to be a good servant
of Jesus Christ as he coached others in the same way he had been coached, nourishing himself
on the words of the faith and sound doctrine (v. 6). But the apostle knew by his own experience
that it wouldn’t be automatic, it wouldn’t be easy, and it doesn’t come quickly, especially in a
place like Ephesus. Timothy would need to discipline himself.Discipline. Such a hard word to
read, isn’t it? It drips with sweat. So unpleasant. It calls to mind those grueling days I spent in
boot camp after I joined the Marine Corps. I also think of the endless hours a football player must
endure on the practice field and in the weight room. When I see the word discipline, I think of
punishing workouts that produce results everyone admires . . . and no one enjoys.Then when I
see the word applied to the Christian life, I think, Oh, Great. That’s all I need is another chore! So
in writing a book on the “spiritual disciplines,” I run the risk of standing in line behind your dentist,
who scolds you for not flossing, and your cardiologist, who callously pokes your expanding gut. I
don’t want to shame you into walking a spiritual treadmill, nor do I want to convince you that a no-
fun checklist of spiritual tedium will somehow pay dividends in eternity. On the other hand, I don’t
want to suggest that becoming like Christ will be easy. Seeking intimacy with the Almighty
requires focused determination, demands specific changes in attitude and behavior, and will



come with a number of heartbreak and setbacks.In other words, I’m not selling an exercise
program. I’m not asking you to turn a new leaf starting with this book. This is merely an invitation
to live life as Christ intended, which includes difficult choices, some hard work, and an
increasing capacity to enjoy all the goodness God offers those who come to Him.Paul chose
carefully when he selected the Greek term gumnazo. (Most English transliterations spell it
gymnazo, from which we get our word gymnasium.) The New American Standard Bible renders
it “discipline.” Look at how several other translations present Paul’s command:Keep yourself in
training for a godly life. (GNT)Exercise yourself toward godliness. (NKJV)Exercise daily in God—
no spiritual flabbiness, please! (MSG)Train yourself for godliness. (NET Bible)Train yourself to be
godly. (NIV)Spend your time and energy in training yourself for spiritual fitness. (NLT)Take the
time and trouble to keep yourself spiritually fit. (Phillips)Paul has in mind the word picture of an
athlete preparing for the day of competition. I would prefer to translate it “Condition yourself,”
which raises two points:First, conditioning involves repetitive training exercises so that the
athlete’s mind and the appropriate muscle groups learn to work together reflexively and
automatically. Conditioning combines endurance and skill. Conditioning turns game-winning
abilities into habits.Second, no one can condition someone else. An athlete can seek out a
coach to help him with conditioning, but he cannot hire someone to do the work for him.
Condition yourself. Check the Internet, look through the Yellow Pages. If you ever find “Lease-a-
Dieter” or “Rent-a-Runner,” let me know. I want the number!Conditioning is between you and
God.Notice also that Paul has a goal in mind for the conditioning. Runners condition themselves
by running. Weightlifters condition themselves by lifting weights. Each trains for a specific skill to
compete in a specific event. Paul’s event is godliness. “Condition yourself toward godliness.”
Paul uses the Greek word for godliness ten times in his writings; eight of them appear in 1
Timothy. Godliness is central to Paul’s advice to Timothy.Ask people around the coffee pot at
work what “godliness” means and see what kind of answers you get. Some picture a monk
removed from the challenges of the world, studying, praying, meditating, humming hymns
behind the walls of a monastery. Others see a squeaky-clean, Bible-toting, do-gooder. Naïve,
moralistic . . . annoyingly innocent. One scholar defines the word this way:Christian [godliness] is
not moralistic, for it is rooted in the Christ event (1 Timothy 3:16). It is not just outward worship,
nor a mere concept of God, nor a virtue, nor an ideal. Over against a [Gnostic philosophy of self-
deprivation] that regards creation as bad . . . true [godliness], born of faith, covers everyday
conduct in honoring God as Creator and Redeemer, even though it may expect persecution from
the very orders of God which it respects.1A “godly” person is one who ceases to be self-
centered in order to become God-centered. Christ became a man and, as a result of His earthly
ministry, we see how God intended for humans to behave. Jesus is our unblemished example of
godliness. Therefore, a godly person is a Christlike person.Our goal as Christians is to become
like Christ.Some well-meaning, yet tragically misguided leaders seem to think that becoming like
Christ means that we should strive to be perfect . . . like Christ. For them, the disciplines are like
pushups and sit-ups, spiritual exercises to beat their bodies and minds into submission. They’ll



even twist Paul’s use of that image in 1 Corinthians 9:27 to make their point. Unfortunately, they
are more Gnostic than Christian. While master of the body is important, and spiritual calisthenics
will make the soul stronger, these are minor issues when it comes to the Christian view of
spiritual activity. If you merely want to have more control over your lusts, or become more serene,
any meditative religion will do.Christianity and its goal, Christlikeness, have a person in mind:
Christ! What sets Christian spiritual activity apart from all other religions is that they have
knowledge of Christ as their goal; not moral perfection (although you will become more moral),
not tranquility (although your life will become remarkably more peaceful). And because of the
grace you have in Christ, the disciplines will do nothing to make you more accepted by the
Father. You cannot be more accepted than you already are in Christ, since He has already done
it all for you!So why exercise spiritual disciplines? To know Jesus Christ. They are simply a
means by which you come to know Him experientially. By imitating Him, by sharing His
experiences, by living life as He lived it, allowing the Holy Spirit to shape you by the disciplines
from the inside out, you will become more like Him.Don’t believe me? Look at how Paul
described his spiritual activity to the church in Philippi. This will be a key verse for us. We’ll return
to it often to remind us of the goal—why we are doing the things we’re doing.[For my determined
purpose is] that I may know Him—that I may progressively become more deeply and intimately
acquainted with Him, perceiving and recognizing and understanding [the wonders of His
Person] more strongly and more clearly, and that I may in that same way come to know the
power outflowing from His resurrection [which it exerts over believers]; and that I may so share
His sufferings as to be continually transformed [in spirit into His likeness even] to His death,
(Philippians 3:10, The Amplified Bible, Expanded Edition)When you pray, pray so that you may
know Him. When you seek to simplify, do it as a means of knowing Him more. When you
surrender, or behave with humility or sacrifice, do it with the sole purpose in mind to know
Him.As you read the following chapters, keep in mind that each “essential” that I present is both
a means and an end. Each is a distinctive mark of godliness that Christ modeled with perfection
and, for that reason, each is worth imitating. Do them, and you will be like Christ. But they are
also a means to knowing Him. For instance, intimacy with the Almighty, the subject of our first
chapter, is the focus of all Christian activity—including those beyond the handful I discuss in this
book. But intimacy is also the means by which we achieve our ultimate objective: transformation
to His likeness. This is our primary goal, isn’t it?So, you want to be like Christ? Me too. But that
kind of godliness won’t just happen by hanging around a church or thinking lofty thoughts three
or four times a day or learning a few verses of Scripture. It will take more—much more.
Disciplining ourselves will require the same kind of focused thinking and living that our Master
modeled during His brief life on earth.Everything starts in the gymnasium of the soul. Since this
is true, let’s commit ourselves to these eight spiritual disciplines. I am now convinced that they
are essential ways to help us get there. To borrow words from Coach Landry, these disciplines
will enable us to do what we don’t want to do in order to achieve what we’ve always wanted to
achieve.Chuck Swindoll—CHUCK SWINDOLLDallas, TexasIntimacy:Deepening Our LivesWe



live in a society that tries to diminish us to the level of the antheapso that we scurry mindlessly,
getting and consuming. It is essential to takecounteraction. . . . Every one of us needs to be
stretched to live atour best, awakened out of dull moral habits, shaken out of pettyand trivial
busy-work.1—EUGENE PETERSONIntimacy:Deepening Our LivesSeveral years ago my wife
and I took a journey. We traveled 250 miles south and over forty years back in time—back to
Houston, Texas. Our roots run deep there. Roots that are personal and, in many ways, spiritual.
Decades had passed since our last visit, so we were in for a lot of surprises.We drove by houses
where each of us had once lived and high schools we had attended. We did it slowly, revisiting
the years that fill our memories. Everything felt so much smaller. If you’ve ever traced your roots,
lingering over places steeped in nostalgia, you know what I mean.My boyhood home on Quince
Street, on the east side of Houston, was tiny compared to the memories I keep. I remember
scootin’ down that sidewalk toward the Methodist church on a skateboard scooter I made from
scrap lumber and a roller skate that had lost its mate. As we drove to the end of the street, I
remembered endless days of my boyhood playing sandlot football with Bruce and a bunch of
buddies. I swelled with pride any time he picked me to be on his team, because if you were on
Bruce’s team, you always won. I realize now that Bruce was a high school dropout who just hung
around the vacant lot at the end of Quince to play football. He probably should have been in
college when most of us were in ninth or tenth grade. But at the time, none of that mattered. I just
remember the fun we had throwing passes and having Bruce lead the blocking as I carried the
football across the goal line of that sandy lot with odd patches of grass growing here and there.I
drove the route from our home on Quince Street to Milby High School, and I recalled what a
martyr I thought I was for having to walk that distance. It’s only about a ten-block stroll, but back
then it seemed much farther.Cynthia’s childhood memories took her through a junior high school
and then her years rooting for the fighting Yellow Jackets of Galena Park High School. She, too,
lived near her school. She remembered her classmates, the school chorale, boys she dated,
and church activities she faithfully attended. We laughed and sighed together as we dug our way
through those years when life moved slowly and days were simple and easygoing.We lingered in
front of the first little house she and I bought for $9,995. It was a brand-new framed house in
Channelview, a suburb of Houston. We sat in front of churches where we had once worshiped
and served.We drove through neighborhoods where we had grown up as we followed roads we
had traveled before meeting each other and then later as a young married couple.The whole
time we reminisced over friends we knew, stores where we shopped, neighbors we liked, and
decisions we made. We recalled celebrations and tragedies we had shared, pain we had known,
and the many joys that healed them for both of us. So many of those places that time had now
passed by were meaningful to us. We were there again, feeling those long-ago feelings. Familiar,
yet very strange. They were random remnants of experiences created by what felt like a different
Chuck and Cynthia.As we pulled away and I watched the places of our memories disappear in
my rearview mirror, Cynthia and I came upon two giant realizations.First, how necessary is
change.We’re so grateful we’re not where we once were more than fifty years ago, not only



geographically but also spiritually and personally. Growth is change but, as we will see later, not
all change is growth.Growth is change, but as we will see later, not all change is growth.Second,
how essential is perspective. Life seemed so complicated, so difficult while living it back then.
But glancing back over our shoulders, more than five decades down a highway leading away
from Houston, things looked very different because we were different.GROWING BEYOND
EARLY LOVE VERSUS LEAVING ITLet’s shift gears from the geographical and the physical
realms to the spiritual and the personal. In doing so, let me remind you of an ancient church that
you and I would probably have attended had we lived in that city at the end of the first century. It
was among the best churches of that era. The church is named simply “the church in
Ephesus” (Revelation 2:1). This is what the Lord Himself had to say about this church as He
sized it up:I know your deeds and your toil and perseverance, and that you cannot tolerate evil
men, and you put to the test those who call themselves apostles, and they are not, and you
found them to be false.—REVELATION 2:2Here is a church that worked diligently and was
known for its zeal and discernment. They would have nothing to do with apostolic pretenders.
This discerning group of believers formed a church famous for its doctrine. It was biblically
sound and probably had strong leaders, with many courageous people willing to take a stand in
opposition to wrong. They gave no time to folks who were phony. They were zealous and firm
and relentless in their pursuit of truth. So far, so good. Who can argue with orthodoxy? However,
all was not well in the Ephesian church.Verse 4 begins with what linguists call a particle of
contrast: but. For three verses we read of nothing but commendable things, attributes of a local
assembly of believers that would have drawn you and hundreds of other first-century worshipers
like you to the church at Ephesus. “But I have this against you,” the Lord says with a sigh. “You
have left your first love.”A. T. Robertson, in his Word Pictures in the New Testament, writes, “This
early love, proof of the new life in Christ . . . had cooled off in spite of their doctrinal purity. They
had remained orthodox, but had become unloving.”2John R. W. Stott, in a small but wonderful
work entitled What Christ Thinks of the Church, adds these thoughts about the Ephesian
believers:They had fallen from the early heights of devotion to Christ which they had climbed.
They had descended to the plains of mediocrity. In a word, they were backsliders. . . . Certainly
the hearts of the Ephesian Christians had chilled.3I can’t speak for you, but it puts a shiver up
my back when I see the word chilled.What an indictment! What a horrible way to describe the
heart of a Christian! I think of death when I hear that word used to describe a heart.A little later
Stott continues, “Their first flush of ecstasy had passed. Their early devotion to Christ had
cooled. They had been in love with Him, but they had fallen out of love.”4How much had
changed since Paul had penned his last comment to that church in his letter to the Ephesians:
“Grace be with all those who love our Lord Jesus Christ with incorruptible love” (Ephesians 6:24,
emphasis added).In that benediction, I feel a longing in the great apostle’s heart that the
Ephesian Christians experience no waning of love. By the time John wrote the book of
Revelation thirty years later, Paul’s dreams were dashed. Jesus said, in effect, “You left that love.
You once had a love that was incorruptible, but you abandoned it. You once enjoyed a devotion



that was consistent, meaningful, satisfying. In fact, the warmth of your love transformed your
thinking and your attitudes; it revolutionized the way you related to Me, to your heavenly Father,
and to your brothers and sisters. But you have cooled off.”John Stott aptly portrays the
scene:The tide of devotion had turned and was ebbing fast. They toiled with vigour, but not with
love. They endured with fortitude but without love. They tested their teachers with orthodoxy but
had no love in their hearts.5Just as Cynthia and I returned to our roots and came away with a
valuable perspective, I invite you to do that now. It won’t take long. The mind is an amazing thing.
In a matter of seconds, your mind can transport you to scenes you thought you had forgotten.
And all it takes is a little bit of time and some honest reflection. Cynthia and I did it again and
again as we drove by the familiar haunts of our childhood, teenage, and young adult years.Let’s
go on a brief spiritual pilgrimage together.Journey back in your mind to your first days as a brand-
new believer in Jesus Christ. Return to that time when your love was budding and emerging into
full bloom. Remember when you would speak of Christ and it would ignite your heart with an
exciting burst of zeal and delight? Remember when prayer was new and untried, and you felt its
power as you communed with the Almighty? Remember when the Bible was that delicious Book
of truth filled with delectable insights you had never known before? Remember when sharing
Him with someone else represented the highlight of your week? Remember when your devotion
was consistent, fulfilling, enriching . . . deep?What happened to all of that? When you ponder
those questions—not just in passing, but taking time to concentrate as you ponder them—
perhaps you feel like one of the Ephesian Christians whom Jesus urged, “Remember from
where you have fallen, and repent and do the deeds you did at first” (Revelation 2:5).Remember,
we said earlier that growth is change, but not all change is growth. Cynthia and I would never
choose to return to those early days, not even to when our love was in springtime, delightfully
new and fresh. Those were wonderful days and wonderful feelings, but our love has grown. The
love we enjoy now is deeper, characterized by a comfortable ease and a profound sense of
security that nearly fifty years of life shared together has earned.Not so for the Ephesians! And
perhaps not so for you in your relationship with God. Look again at what Jesus commanded.
Your spiritual life may be in need of some major changes. A new perspective is essential in order
to rekindle that first-love kind of relationship where God is real again, where you and He are on
much closer speaking terms. The kind of intimacy that doesn’t require a stirring message from
the pulpit and doesn’t depend upon a great worship event or concert but simply exists as a
natural part of your walk.INTIMACY WITH GOD REQUIRES ACTIONDistance from God is a
frightening thing. God will never adjust His agenda to fit ours. He will not speed His pace to catch
up with ours; we need to slow our pace in order to recover our walk with Him. God will not
scream and shout over the noisy clamor; He expects us to seek quietness, where His still, small
voice can be heard again. God will not work within the framework of our complicated schedules;
we must adapt to His style. We need to conform to His way if our lives are to be characterized by
the all-encompassing word godliness.Distance from God is a frightening thing. God will never
adjust His agenda to fit ours.Godliness is still our desire as believers, isn’t it?But the great



question is, how? How do busy people, living fast-paced and complicated lives, facing relentless
pressures, consistently walk with God? Whatever would be included in the answers, we can be
assured that they will not come naturally, automatically, quickly, or easily. I do not think a person
on this earth has ever been automatically godly or quickly godly or easily and naturally godly.
“This world is no friend of grace to help us on to God.”6 Everything around us is designed to
make us dissatisfied with our present condition.Henri Nouwen said that while he was driving
through Los Angeles on one occasion, he felt like he was driving through a giant dictionary—
words everywhere, sounds everywhere, signs everywhere, saying, “Use me, take me, buy me,
drink me, smell me, touch me, kiss me, sleep with me.”7 He found himself longing to get away
from all those words, all those giant signs and sounds. Why? Not because there was something
innately wrong with those things—some, but not all. He grieved that it was all so empty, so
devoid of God.So how do we pull it off? How, in a world bent on distracting us from growing
deeper in our first love, always enticing us to pursue the pointless, do we find closeness with
God? How do you and I become more godly?This question has led me back to a word that I
used much more in my early days in ministry than I have in recent years. The word is discipline.
The secret lies in our returning to the spiritual disciplines.DISCIPLINE YOURSELF FOR
INTIMACY WITH GODPause long enough to read the following scripture slowly. It is Paul’s
advice to Timothy, his son in the faith:But the Spirit explicitly says that in later times some will fall
away from the faith, paying attention to deceitful spirits and doctrines of demons, by means of
the hypocrisy of liars seared in their own conscience as with a branding iron, men who forbid
marriage and advocate abstaining from foods which God has created to be gratefully shared in
by those who believe and know the truth. For everything created by God is good, and nothing is
to be rejected if it is received with gratitude; for it is sanctified by means of the word of God and
prayer.In pointing out these things to the brethren, you will be a good servant of Christ Jesus,
constantly nourished on the words of the faith and of the sound doctrine which you have been
following. But have nothing to do with worldly fables fit only for old women. On the other hand,
discipline yourself for the purpose of godliness; for bodily discipline is only of little profit, but
godliness is profitable for all things, since it holds promise for the present life and also for the life
to come.—I TIMOTHY 4:I-8, emphasis addedPaul was sitting alone in a dungeon when he wrote
this letter to Timothy. His younger friend was serving as the pastor of a church—interestingly, the
church in Ephesus. This instruction came sometime after the letter Paul wrote to the Ephesians
and before the letter Jesus wrote to that same church in Revelation 2.Consider Eugene
Peterson’s paraphrase of that passage in The Message:The Spirit makes it clear that as time
goes on, some are going to give up on the faith and chase after demonic illusions put forth by
professional liars. These liars have lied so well and for so long that they’ve lost their capacity for
truth. They will tell you not to get married. They’ll tell you not to eat this or that food—perfectly
good food God created to be eaten heartily and with thanksgiving by Christians! Everything God
created is good, and to be received with thanks. Nothing is to be sneered at and thrown out.
God’s Word and our prayers make every item in creation holy.You’ve been raised on the



Message of the faith and have followed sound teaching. Now pass on this counsel to the
Christians there, and you’ll be a good servant of Jesus. Stay clear of silly stories that get dressed
up as religion. Exercise daily in God—no spiritual flabbiness, please! Workouts in the
gymnasium are useful, but a disciplined life in God is far more so, making you fit both today and
forever.—I TIMOTHY 4:I-8 MSGI think verse 7 represents the climax of Paul’s instruction to
Timothy. Don’t miss this advice: “Discipline yourself for the purpose of godliness.” In other words,
“Timothy, get serious about your walk with God! It’s time to step up, young man . . . godliness
won’t just happen.”Guess what, churchgoing men and women: religion won’t cut it! We live in a
spiritual hothouse where we talk religious talk and send religious letters and write religious
pamphlets and do religious Bible study guides and answer religious phones (religiously) and
deal with religious concerns. It is so easy to get religious instead of godly. And all the while, a
chilling religion slowly cools our hearts. Ironic, isn’t it? The general public may have this
marvelous idea about how godly we are, when if the truth were known, many of us would have to
say, “I am stagnant, and I have been that way longer than I want to admit.”It is so easy to get
religious instead of godly.What’s missing? Stop and think. It’s that “first love,” the great fountain
that both generates the spiritual disciplines and feeds on them. Yet I find it absolutely amazing
that in the process of doing spiritual things (not religious things, but truly spiritual things), we can
fail to “discipline” ourselves “for the purpose of godliness.” I can, and I have.Therefore in recent
months I have sensed a genuine need—in my own life first (before I ever speak or write to
someone else, I have to address it in my own life)—for the cultivation of intimacy with the
Almighty. Those words are carefully chosen.They are put forth in deliberate contrast. The
almighty, awesome God loves it when we are intimate with Him. So, our goal is intimacy, and,
according to Scripture, intimacy with God requires spiritual disciplines. In this book I will address
eight disciplines that are essential in our pursuit of godliness.While rummaging through an old
bookstore some time ago, I came across Dallas Willard’s excellent work The Spirit of the
Disciplines. Bedside reading, it is not. This convicting piece of literature is not something you
plop down on the sofa and read alongside People magazine. Willard’s words require you to think
with him. For example:The modern age is an age of revolution—revolution motivated by insight
into the appalling vastness of human suffering and need. Pleas for holiness and attacks on sin
and Satan were used for centuries as the guide and the cure for the human situation. Today such
pleas have been replaced with a new agenda. On the communal level, political and social
critiques yield recipes for revolutions meant to liberate humankind from its many bondages. And
on the individual level various self-fulfillment techniques promise personal revolutions bringing
“freedom in an unfree world” and passage into the good life. Such are modern answers to
humanity’s woes.Against this background a few voices have continued to emphasize that the
cause of the distressed human condition, individual and social—and its only possible cure—is a
spiritual one. But what these voices are saying is not clear. They point out that social and political
revolutions have shown no tendency to transform the heart of darkness that lies deep in the
breast of every human being. That is evidently true. And amid a flood of techniques for self-



fulfillment there is an epidemic of depression, suicide, personal emptiness, and escapism
through drugs and alcohol, cultic obsession, consumerism, and sex and violence—all combined
with an inability to sustain deep and enduring personal relationships.So obviously the problem is
a spiritual one. And so must be the cure.But if the cure is spiritual, how does modern Christianity
fit into the answer? Very poorly, it seems, for Christians are among those caught up in the
sorrowful epidemic just referred to. And that fact is so prominent that modern thinking has come
to view the Christian faith as powerless, even somehow archaic, at the very least
irrelevant. . . .There is a deep longing among Christians and non-Christians alike for the personal
purity and power to live as our hearts tell us we should. What we need is a deeper insight into
our practical relationship with God in redemption. We need an understanding that can guide us
into constant interaction with the Kingdom of God as a real part of our daily lives.8
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Anonymous26, “and an increasing capacity to enjoy all the goodness God offers those who
come to .... Charles Swindoll has much experience to share in this book about being
transformed intothe likeness of Christ. Lots to learn about growing deeper in the Christian life.
Uncluttering our livesand minds, the importance of solitude and silence, prayer, humility,
discipline and sacrifice. Fromthe introduction, he says,"This is merely an invitation to live life as
Christ intended, which includes difficultchoices, some hard work, and an increasing capacity to
enjoy all the goodness God offers those who cometo Him.  Great book.”

Eliot Lugo Hernandez, “Outstanding Eye-Reopening Book. I think this is the first book I have
ever read from Brother Swindoll. I just finished it reading a few minutes ago and I have come to
the conclusion that this is a book that should be part of every Christian's personal library.
Though he mentions "Eight Essentials To Get You There" (there meaning to be like Christ), I
think of these essentials as selective ones and not as exhaustive. He is a great writer and this
book flows easily from topic to topic. It covers these essentials in a brilliant, straight-forward
manner that will make the reader examine his/her own life in contrast with that of Christ.The only
thought I disagree with in this book is found on page 63 where Brother Swindoll states the
following: "I do not believe that people today receive audible instructions from God, receiving
them directly from somewhere within their spirits. Our only reliable source of communication
from God is the sixty-six books of the Bible." If this is so, and if I am understanding correctly
what Brother Swindoll is stating, then there are three problems with this assumption or belief; 1)
If the Bible is the only reliable source of communication from God to His people, then why did
God Himself "gave some to be apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, and some pastors
and teachers, for the equipping of the saints for the work of ministry, for the edifying of the body
of Christ,"? 2) If the Bible is the only reliable source of communication from God, what would
happen when God sends an angel with a message for a particular person as He sent an angel
to Cornelius? 3) If the Bible is the only reliable source of communication from God, are we not
putting God in a box by refusing to accept that He can choose to speak audibly to whosoever He
desires at the time and place of His choosing? By accepting the belief that God cannot audibly
speak to His people, are we not stripping Him of His sovereignty? I hope this is not the case.
Other than my disagreement mentioned above, I feel this is a great book for helping us to want
to be like Christ.”

Lovin' Life, “Tough to beat Charles R. Swindoll writings..... I am only part way through this book,
it's one to read and savor, then read more and savor, then .... well you get the picture. In this
crazy world (and it keeps getting crazier) we need to know Christ and be like him. Some really
great pointers, I think, of how to be in the world but not of it.Blessings”

Pantry-gal, “Excellent! Both book and workbook!. I bought both the book and workbook for a



Home Group study. Since I received the workbook first I started in it right away and found it
improving my "time alone with God" immediately. The book and workbook chapters go along
with each other, so are perfect for in-depth study. It turned out I didn't need the workbook for the
Home Group, but I continud with both. The book lends itself equally well to personal study or
group study and discussion. Since I have studied "spiritual disciplines" before, I wasn't sure how
this would add to what I already knew to do (but haven't always accomplished). But Swindoll has
such a natural approach, non-guilt-producing, that in a few short weeks I feel closer to God, to
Christ, than I have in a long time. And isn't that what all Christians want? To KNOW Him, and to
become more and more like Him every day? I pray you will learn and grow as you study and
practice this book -- so, you want to be like Christ?”

polarbear, “I'll read this one again. In my top 3 for 2017.. Wow. This is definitely in my top 3
books I've read in 2017. I read about 3 books a month. I also have become a big fan of Charles
Swindoll and bought many others of his books. This is a really good book to do some spiritual
soul searching with.  I will read it again.”

Constanzza, “Take the challenge. Take the challenge. The book outlines how Charles Swindoll
believes we can be more like Christ. You have to read it to make a decision as to whether you
agree with him.”

Tammy Lynn, “Earth moving words to breath by. At the beginning of this book I immediately
found the words speaking quite clear to me. As I continued to layer these thoughts and words in
my life, something inside me began to change.... the "Christian" I thought I was began to awaken
and emerge in a way I could have never imagined. My life is forever changed by living through
the application of this book in my day to day hour to hour breath. If I had to set just 1 book next to
my Bible to help me understand it more fully, this would be it.”

Pam, “Transparent and witty Swindoll does it again!. For those that seek a deeper understanding
and challenge to a lifestyle commitment to The Lord, this will exceed your expectations. Always
easy to read, Chuck Swindoll weaves spiritual truths amidst wonderful personal stories.”

irene Person, “A book with good advice. Helpful advice, needs good concentration.Book was in
very good condition”

Aji Joseph, “Great book. Great book for a child of God.A good read for christian leaders.Go for it,
God bless you. Thanks.”

The book by Charles R. Swindoll has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 186 people have provided
feedback.
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